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Suggested Contribution:  $6

Suggested Contribution:  $15

The Bible is filled
with references to
abundance...but the
Church remains
divided about what
it all means.  We
know that God is
abundant, but what
does that mean to
us?  What does the
Bible promise?  Is
there a simple
formula?  How
does the quest for
abundance fit in
with Bible
prophecy.
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In this 325-page hardcover
book, Dr. Couch sets forth
the doctrines of inspira-
tion, revelation, and
inerrancy in a way that is
both simple and profound.
The unique nature of the
Bible will become a living
entity to your mind and
heart as you see evidence
that God truly has spoken.
Proof after proof of the
inerrancy of the Scripture
is offered as Dr. Couch
goes through the Bible
book-by-book to answer
the key arguments of those
who claim the Bible is full
of error.

by Dave Johnson
With Special Introduction by Tim LaHaye

THE SECRET OF ABUNDANCE

INSPIRATION AND INERRANCY:
GOD HAS SPOKEN

by Mal Couch

RAPTURE MESSAGES

THE RAPTURE
 OF THE CHURCH

Suggested Contribution:
Booklet only--$5

RAPTURE:  FULCRUM
OF HISTORY

by Dave Breese

 Booklet , Audio Cassette or CD
 $5 ea

 Video Cassette or DVD $20 ea

Suggested Contribution:

RAPTURE AND
 RETURN

WHAT TO DO IF YOU
MISS THE RAPTURE!

 Booklet , Audio Cassette or CD
 $5 ea

 Video Cassette or DVD $20 ea

 Booklet , Audio Cassette or CD
 $5 ea

 Video Cassette or DVD $20 ea

Suggested Contribution:Suggested Contribution:

THE WAY OF THE MASTER
       (formerly titled  Revival's Golden Key)

      by Ray Comfort with Kirk Cameron

Suggested Contribution:   $10

Although prayer is
without question a great
key to revival, this 236-
page book is not about
prayer.  It's about a key
that much of the Church
doesn't even know
exists.  It was lost
around the turn of the
twentieth century (keys
have a way of getting
lost).  All who truly
yearn for revival and
have a burden for the
lost must rediscover this
God-given key.  This
softcover book tells you
how to do that.

SEARCHING FOR THE ARK OF
THE COVENANT--

Latest Discoveries and Research
by Randall Price

Suggested Contribution:  $15

In this book, join Middle East
expert Randall Price in a fast-
paced exploration of the facts
and fables about the Ark of the
Covenant.  Your journey will
take you through several
continents, many diverse
cultures, and four millennia of
history.  As you trace the
fascinating path the Ark has
taken to its present hiding
place and discover its
incredible significance for the
future, you will see why the
search for the Ark of the
Covenant is one of the most
significant quests of our time.
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LARGE  PRINT
NEW  TESTAMENT

WITH PSALMS--KJV

Black--Imitation Leather
    Suggested Contribution:  $10

BENJI  OFF THE LEASH!
by Joe Camp

Suggested Contribution:
VIDEO $16          DVD $ 18

Two of Benji's TV
specials have won
Emmy Awards.
Benji Off the
Leash!  has
garnered tremen-
dous reviews in all
major publica-
tions. This family
film embodies
much of Christ's
teachings:  love,
hope and
perseverence.

LORD OF THE BEANS--
A Lesson in Using Your Gifts

Veggie Tales

Suggested Contribution:
VIDEO $16          DVD $ 18

Sunday
morning
values with
Saturday
morning
fun.  This
VeggieTales
video or
DVD has a
lesson in
using your
gifts.

KING JAMES BIBLE COMMENTARY
Ed Hindson, General Editor

Suggested Contribution:  $39

Complete verse-by-verse commentary
Outlines and introductions for each book of the Bible
Maps and charts for quick reference

...

The most popular
Bible Commentary
ever published, with
over1,800 pages of
scriptural enlighten-
ment.  Unravel the
mysteries of every
book of the Bible,
with over 20 Bible
scholars as your
guide.

THE UNIVERSITY OF
DESTRUCTION

Your Game Plan for Spiritual Victory on
Campus

                by David Wheaton

Suggested Contribution:  $15

Young people entering
college often encounter
overwhelming temptations
while being force-fed
godless philosophies--and
the results can be spiritually
catastrophic.  This 174-page
softcoverbook outlines
essential practical and
biblical principles that will
equip students for the
inevitable spiritual battle
they will face on campus.

BEFORE THE KING RETURNS
by Dave Breese

Suggested Contribution:  $3

Chapters In This Booklet
Include:.. Identifying The King
God And The Jews
Jerusalem--The
Center of The World
The Message of
Christ's Earthly
Ministry

...

.


